NEXUS FACTORY PRESETS

Arpeggios
AR After Midnight 1
AR After Midnight 2
AR Baroque Renaissance
AR Broken Saw
AR Broken Square
AR Bullet Time
AR Clockworks
AR Dance Lineup
AR Dance Pattern 1
AR Dance Pattern 2
AR Deep Swirl
AR Excelsior Harpeggio
AR Flangerpicks
AR Full Carpet
AR Infernal
AR Jazzy Chills
AR Krystaline
AR LoFi Lead
AR Noize Toms
AR One Finger Bassline
AR Origin 1
AR Origin 2
AR Origin 3
AR Phantasmic Seq
AR Pitchin Sequence
AR Risin up
AR Roulette
AR Saw Cloud
AR Shakin Sunrays
AR Sharp
AR Simple Mutes
AR Sinebells
AR Slow Pitchbay
AR Sparkling Water
AR Squarpeggio
AR String Runs
AR Synth Heaven
AR TeeBee Band
AR TriMorph Sequence
AR Viral Infection 1
AR Viral Infection 2
AR Warpcore
AR Whistling Sines
AR York Mutes

Bass
BA Attackbass

BA Bare Square
BA Basic Pulse
BA Basic Saw Open
BA Basic Saw
BA Basic SawSQR Morph
BA Basic Sine
BA Basic Square
BA Basic Triangle
BA Basic TriSaw Morph
BA BigBad
BA CommodoreBass
BA Crushed Bass
BA Crushed Bass2
BA Dance Bass
BA Dark Rollbass 1
BA Dark Rollbass 2
BA Dark Swell Bass
BA Deep Orchblast 1
BA Deep Orchblast 2
BA Deep Pad Sine 1
BA Deep Pad Sine 2
BA DeepSaw
BA Deltabass
BA Detuned Bass 1
BA Detuned Bass 2
BA Distortion 5
BA DnB Sine
BA Driven Brass Bass
BA Drowning Bass
BA Dual Saw Bass
BA FB Bass
BA Full SQ Bass
BA Full SW Bass
BA Funkee Pulse
BA FunnyBass 1
BA FunnyBass 2
BA Hard Bass
BA Juno Bass
BA Juno Pulse +
BA Lazy Bass
BA Matrix Bass
BA Muted Bass
BA Oitron Bass
BA Oldschool Bass
BA Organ Bass 1
BA Organ Bass 2
BA Organ Bass 3
BA Organ Bass 4
BA OverdriveBass
BA OverdriveBass2
BA OverdriveBass3
BA OverdriveBass4
BA Percussive Bass 1
BA Percussive Bass 2
BA Percussive Bass 3
BA Phatbass
BA Popcorn Bass 1
BA Popcorn Bass 2
BA Quintus Maximus
BA Rollin Bassline
BA Rough Bassline
BA Saw DetuneBass
BA Screambass
BA Sequential Bass
BA Sid Bass 1
BA Sid Bass 2
BA Slapped Bass
BA Soft Bass 1
BA Soft Bass 2
BA SoftBlip Bass
BA Sonic Bass
BA Soylbass
BA Squeeze
BA Squarepusher
BA TeeBee Bass 1
BA TeeBee Bass 2
BA TeeBee Dreamy
BA The Sync
BA Timpani Bass
BA Trancebass 1
BA Trancebass 10
BA Trancebass 11
BA Trancebass 12
BA Trancebass 13
BA Trancebass 14
BA Trancebass 15
BA Trancebass 16
BA Trancebass 17
BA Trancebass 18
BA Trancebass 19
BA Trancebass 2
BA Trancebass 20
BA Trancebass 3
BA Trancebass 4
BA Trancebass 5
BA Trancebass 6  
BA Trancebass 7  
BA Trancebass 8  
BA Trancebass 9  
BA Tronic Bass  
BA UK Bass  
BA Unison Bass  
BA Voicy Bass 1  
BA Voicy Bass 2  
BA Warm Saws  

Classical  
BR Hollywood Brass  
CL Angels Harp  
CL Flute and Strings  
CL Grandma's AM Radio 1  
CL Grandma's AM Radio 2  
CL Orchester and Choir  
CL Platinum Hit  
CL Soft Orchester  
CL Soft Piano and Guitars  
CL StringChoir Ensemble  
CL Tapestrings  
GT Dance Guitar  
GT Guitar Fuzz  
GT Guitar Fuzz2  
GT Guitar Strummed 1  
GT Guitar Strummed 2  
GT Jazzy Guitar  
GT Quadro Guitar Layer 1  
GT Quadro Guitar Layer 2  
GT Rainy Morning  
OR Cheap Dance Organ  
OR Dance Organ  
ST 70s Vinyl Strings 1  
ST 70s Vinyl Strings 2  
ST 70s Vinyl Strings 3  
ST Big DramaStrings  
ST Dark Cellos  
ST Hollywood Violins  
ST Hybrid Strings 1  
ST Hybrid Strings 2  
ST Hybrid Strings 3  
ST Slow Swells  
WW Dance Piccolo  
WW Karate Kid  
WW PanFlute  
WW Rainforest Flute  
WW Shakuhachi  

Dance Leads  
LD A Simple Saw  
LD Accelerator  
LD Adagio  

LD Another World  
LD Arpeggiate me  
LD Butterfield  
LD Buzz Me!  
LD Cheap Trancelead  
LD Cheesy Madness  
LD Come with me 1  
LD Come with me 2  
LD Commerce  
LD Cosmic Coverage  
LD Dancecore 1  
LD Dancecore 2  
LD Detune Incorporated  
LD Dirty Might 1  
LD Dirty Might 2  
LD Double Square  
LD Dutch Style 1  
LD Dutch Style 2  
LD Dynamite  
LD Egopunk  
LD Eurobuzzer 1  
LD Eurobuzzer 2  
LD Exploration of Space  
LD Flying Saucers 1  
LD Flying Saucers 2  
LD Funkee Syn  
LD German Trumpet 1  
LD German Trumpet 2  
LD German Trumpet 3  
LD Hands Up Hook 1  
LD Hands Up Hook 2  
LD Hands Up Hook 3  
LD Hard Mid Booster  
LD Hardsaw  
LD James B lives  
LD Jumpchord  
LD Just too fat  
LD Madness  
LD Magnalead  
LD Mr Vago  
LD On the move  
LD Passion  
LD Phase Offset  
LD PizziSaw Lead  
LD Played Alive  
LD Premium 16t ArpSaw  
LD Pulsescutter  
LD Ride me hard  
LD Sicklead  
LD Speedlead  
LD Squared Terror  
LD Sunshine in your Heart  
LD Super meets Hyper  
LD Supersaw x4  
LD Tekhoover  
LD Theme Init 1  
LD Theme Init 2  
LD Tibbo Sawlead  
LD Trance Saws Wide  
LD Trancers Warp  
LD Ultranoize  

Epic Pads  
PD Airwave TranceSaws 1  
PD Airwave TranceSaws 2  
PD Amberglance  
PD Analog meets Digital  
PD Andromeda Pad  
PD Bellizee  
PD Borellian Afterglow  
PD Calm down  
PD Chillin Bells  
PD Chimes in Space  
PD China Pad  
PD Class M Planet  
PD Creamy Bubbles  
PD Crystal Saw  
PD Deep Sea  
PD Dream of you  
PD Fifth Dimension 1  
PD Fifth Dimension 2  
PD Floating Away  
PD FM Stringpad  
PD Fringepad  
PD Ganymed  
PD Geneva Swell 1  
PD Geneva Swell 2  
PD German Energy  
PD Highland Pad  
PD Huge Ambient 1  
PD Huge Ambient 2  
PD Listen to the Whales  
PD Lost Temple  
PD MorphPad  
PD Mystical  
PD Nightstring  
PD Open Saws  
PD Phaserglance  
PD Phasorpulse  
PD Rainy Morning  
PD Rhythmic Lead Pad  
PD Sad Scenery  
PD Saturn Rings  
PD Saw meets Sine  
PD Slow and Epic  
PD So Warm So Beautiful  
PD Soft Dreamy Pad  
PD Softy Spacy Sad
PD Space Violins
PD Star Traveller
PD Stringdale
PD Sunbreeze
PD Synopse 1
PD Synopse 2
PD Synthetic String Section
PD Tokyo Sunset
PD Trance Solina
PD Tranceiver
PD Unicorn
PD Vectorpad
PD Wavepad
PD What is Athmosphere
PD Winterbreeze

Fantasy And Dream
SY All oldschool together
SY Arabian Nights 1
SY Arabian Nights 2
SY Arpotron
SY Bellyzee
SY Big Bells
SY Carribean Dream
SY Chillzone 1
SY Chillzone 2
SY Cosmic Dreamer
SY Decadebell
SY Digipop
SY Digitalism
SY Dreamers Choice
SY Dreamy SawPluck
SY Dreamy SQPluck
SY Fantasy Bellpad 1
SY Fantasy Bellpad 2
SY Fantasy Bellpad 3
SY Fantasy Bellpad 4
SY FM Fantasies
SY Furious Bellpad
SY Guitar Dreams
SY Highlander
SY Kyrie
SY Monkey Island
SY Sitting on Clouds
SY Spherical Pikes
SY Synthworx
SY Trance Guitars
SY Undertaker 1
SY Undertaker 2
SY Virus Guitar
SY Water Rings

Gated Pads
TG 4 LayerGate

TG Analog Voice Hack
TG Back to the Roots
TG Bandpass Terror
TG Complexity 1
TG Deceptor
TG Evergreen
TG Gate n Glide
TG Gated Split
TG Interrogate
TG Massive Gate
TG Minor Sequence
TG Movin Particles
TG PanGater
TG Pressure
TG Pulsating Gate
TG PWM Gate
TG Resonator
TG Sequenced 1
TG Sequenced 2
TG Sequenced 3
TG Sequenced 4
TG Sequenced 5
TG Sequenced 6
TG Stellar Cartography
TG Swelling Robots
TG Total Overphase
TG Tremolize
TG Vocal Slicer
TG Voice Stack
TG Wet Smear

PN Piano and Strings
PN Piano Crushed
PN Playing Piano in Heaven
PN Pop Keys
PN Power Grand
PN Powerful and Bright
PN Rocky Piano
PN Soft and Tiny
PN Sunpiano
PN Synthesized Piano 1
PN Synthesized Piano 2
PN Synthetic Piano
PN Terminators Theme
PN Trancepiano
PN Wild West Saloon

Plucked
PL 80s Balladbell
PL Amberpikes
PL Beauty Combi
PL BellStrings
PL Bit Styleze
PL Creamalogue
PL Dance Seq
PL Digital Xylophone
PL Dr Chaotica
PL Dyk Pikes
PL Ethno Lead
PL Fairy Tale
PL FM Bells
PL Hands Up Bells 1
PL Hands Up Bells 2
PL Hands Up Bells 3
PL Hands Up Bells 4
PL Illusionize 1
PL Illusionize 2
PL Matrix Pike
PL Mute Guitars 1
PL Mute Guitars 2
PL Muted Pad
PL Orchid Drops
PL Pizza Cult
PL Pizza Smack
PL Pizzicato Bells
PL Pizzicato Voice
PL Poppy Bells
PL Technokrat
PL Trancepikes
PL TriMorph
PL UK Pikes 1
PL UK Pikes 2
PL VZ Bells 1
PL VZ Bells 2
PL Waterhouse Pikes
Single Layer Leads
- LD Andro default Saw
- LD Attack Lead 1
- LD Attack Lead 2
- LD Attack Lead 3
- LD Attack Lead 4
- LD Brass 1
- LD Brass 2
- LD Brass 3
- LD Chord Lead 1
- LD Chord Lead 2
- LD Chord Lead 3
- LD Classic JP Leader 1
- LD Classic JP Leader 2
- LD Classic JP Leader 3
- LD Classic JP Leader 4
- LD Culture
- LD Dance Saw 1
- LD Dance Saw 2
- LD Dance Saw 3
- LD Dance Saw 4
- LD Dance Saw 5
- LD Dance Saw 6
- LD Dance Saw 7
- LD Dance Saw 8
- LD Dance Saw 9
- LD Dark Saw
- LD Detuned Lead 1
- LD Detuned Lead 10
- LD Detuned Lead 11
- LD Detuned Lead 2
- LD Detuned Lead 3
- LD Detuned Lead 4
- LD Detuned Lead 5
- LD Detuned Lead 6
- LD Detuned Lead 7
- LD Detuned Lead 8
- LD Detuned Lead 9
- LD Hands Up! 1
- LD Hands Up! 10
- LD Hands Up! 2
- LD Hands Up! 3
- LD Hands Up! 4
- LD Hands Up! 5
- LD Hands Up! 6
- LD Hands Up! 7
- LD Hands Up! 8
- LD Hands Up! 9
- LD King of Buzz 1
- LD King of Buzz 2
- LD King of Buzz 3
- LD King of Buzz 4
- LD King Of Buzz 5
- LD King Of Buzz 6
- LD Plastix Lead
- LD Pluckin Synth 1
- LD Pluckin Synth 2
- LD Pluckin Synth 3
- LD Pluckin Synth 4
- LD Pluckin Synth 5
- LD Pluckin Synth 6
- LD Pluckin Synth 7
- LD Pluckin Synth 8
- LD Pluckin Synth 9
- LD Simple Pad 1
- LD Simple Pad 2
- LD Simple Pad 3
- LD Square Lead 1
- LD Square Lead 2
- LD Synced
- LD Vibrato Sawlead

PD Simple Pad 3
PD Simple Pad 2
PD Simple Pad 1
PD Sinepad 1
PD Sinepad 2
PD Swirl Pad
PD Voicy Pad 1
PD Voicy Pad 2
PD Voicy Pad 3
PD Voicy Pad 4
PD Voicy Pad 5
PD Voicy Pad 6
PD Voicy Pad 7
PD Warm Pad 1
PD Warm Pad 2
PD Aeropad
PD Ambient Pad 1
PD Ambient Pad 2
PD Ambient Pad 3
PD Ambient Pad 4
PD Ambient Pad 5
PD Ambient Pad 6
PD Ambient Pad 7
PD Ambient Pad 8
PD Bellpad 1
PD Bellpad 2
PD Bellpad 3
PD Chillpad 1
PD Chillpad 2
PD Dark Pad 1
PD Dark Pad 2
PD Glorious Pad
PD Pad 7th
PD Phantompad
PD Phasing Pad 1
PD Phasing Pad 2
PD Phasing Pad 3
PD Phasing Pad 4
PD Phasing Pad 5
PD Phasing Pad 6
PD Saw Pad 1
PD Saw Pad 2
PD Saw Pad 3
PD Saw Pad 4
PD Saw Pad 5
PD Saw Pad 6
PD Saw Pad 7
PD Saw Pad 8
PD Saw Pad 9
PD Saw Pad 10
PD Saw Pad 11

Single Layer Pads
- AR After Midnight 1 A
- AR After Midnight 1 B
- AR After Midnight 2 A
- AR Benny Dance Seq A
- AR Benny Dance Seq B
- AR Bullet Time A
- AR Bullet Time B
- AR Clockworks
- AR Computermusic B
- AR Dance Lineup A
- AR Dance Pattern 2 B
- AR Drill Sequence A
- AR Drill Sequence B
- AR Excelsior Harpeggio A
- AR Flangerpicks
- AR Guitar Ballad 1 B
- AR Guitar Ballad 2 B
- AR Italo 80s B
- AR Italo 80s C
- AR Krystaline A
- AR Minimal A
- AR Minimal B
- AR Musatschi A
- AR Roulette A
- AR Roulette B
- AR Saw Cloud A
- AR Shakin Sunrays A
- AR Sidechain Pumpin A
- AR Sparkling Water
- AR Squarepeggio A
- AR Squarepeggio B
- AR Till I Come B
- AR Tribal Gee B
- AR TriMorph Sequence
- AR Two Finger Madness 1 A
- AR Two Finger Madness 1 B
- AR Two Finger Madness 2 A
- AR Two Finger Madness 2 B
- AR Two Finger Madness 3 A
AR Two Finger Madness 3 B
AR Viral Infection 1
AR Viral Infection 2
BA Benny Dance Seq C
BR Italo 80s D
DL Computermusic A
DL Guitar Ballad 1 A
DL Guitar Ballad 2 A
DL Italo 80s A
DL LoFi Lead A
DL Till I Come A
DL Tribal Gee A
DR Kickdrum A
DR Kickdrum B
DR Kickdrum C
GT Guitar Ballad 1 C
GT Guitar Ballad 2 C
GT Till I Come C
GT Warm Mutes B
LD Computermusic C
LD Escape A
LD Sidechain Pumpin B
LD Two Finger Madness 1 C
LD Two Finger Madness 3 C
PD After Midnight 1 C
PD Escape B
PD Excelsior Harpeggio B
PD Krystaline B
PD Shakin Sunrays B
PD Warm Mutes A
PN Tribal Gee C
SQ Dance Pattern 1
SQ Dance Pattern 2 A
SQ Roulette C
SQ Sinebells
SQ Whistling Sines
SQ York Mutes
SY Minimal C
TG After Midnight 2 B
TG Dance Lineup B
TG Drill Sequence C
TG LoFi Lead B
TG Musatschi B
TG Saw Cloud B
TG Two Finger Madness 2 C
VO Theo Highnoise A

SQ Do you remember me
SQ Drill Sequence
SQ Escape
SQ Euphoric Pianos
SQ Eurosplit
SQ Feel Euphoric
SQ Four on the Floor
SQ Guitar Ballad 1
SQ Hands up Split
SQ Hardcore Vibes
SQ Italo 80s
SQ Low Dark Up Sweet
SQ Magna Horns
SQ Minimal
SQ Musatschi
SQ Neurubian
SQ New Nrg Trance
SQ Ra
SQ Sidechain Pumpin
SQ Solitude
SQ Symphony in Gminor
SQ The Beach
SQ Theo Highnoise
SQ Till I come
SQ Tribal Gee
SQ Two Finger Madness 1
SQ Two Finger Madness 2
SQ Two Finger Madness 3
SQ Warm Mutes

Synthetic Brass
BR Analog Brass 1
BR Analog Brass 2
BR Analog Brass 3
BR Blade Runner
BR Dark Synth Brass
BR Embrass Me
BR Full Section
BR Lead Quartett
BR Massive Bigband
BR Mixed Synth and Real
BR Native Synthbrass
BR Ober Stack
BR Soft Brass 1
BR Soft Brass 2
BR Swell Synthbrass
BR Synth Brass 1
BR Synth Brass 2
BR Technotemple

Textures and FX
FX 8Bit Hihat
FX Analog Drums

FX Bones
FX Chaosgates
FX Chimes in Hell
FX Deep Space Spectres
FX HihatGroove
FX Inprisoned Monstrosity
FX Just Horrible
FX metal isolation
FX Noise Blue
FX Noise White
FX Nostromo
FX Offshore at Sirius
FX Perculator 1
FX Perculator 2
FX Perculator Big
FX Percussive Art
FX Pulser 1
FX Pulser 2
FX Realm of Zardoz
FX Shaker Line
FX Shodan
FX Siren Torture
FX Spacewreck
FX Talos
FX Unknown Lifeforms
FX War behind the Hill

Voice
VO Amigavoice Soft
VO Amigavoice
VO Arms of Heaven
VO BinaryVoice
VO Classical Choir 1
VO Classical Choir 2
VO Deep Mode
VO Digichoir
VO First Rebirth
VO FM Voices 1
VO FM Voices 2
VO Foggy Voices
VO Jupiter Station
VO Laid Back Humms
VO Leviathan 1
VO Leviathan 2
VO Monastery
VO Symphonic Choir
VO Synthetic Wires
VO Synthi Vox
VO Vocoderpad
VO Voiceflute
VO Voicetoy
VO Voicy Flutes
VO VX Voicepad
VO Whistling Monks